
Remote Week 
PRoject #2

Digital Detox



Students Collect Data
In a 5 day cycle, Media 
students collected data 
on their social media 
usage. 
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70,204
Minutes spent on Social Media
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Data collected by 51 Media students Monday- Friday

51 Students reported:



1,170 
Hours spent on Social Media
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Data collected by 51 Media students Monday- Friday

51 Students reported:



35, 996
Phone notifications
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Data collected by 51 Media students Monday- Friday

51 Students reported:



23,485
Cell Phone Pick Ups
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Data collected by 51 Media students Monday- Friday

51 Students reported:



App Breakdown
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Data collected by 18 Media students Monday- Friday

Tik Tok:  12989 Total Minutes Used by 
Students

Snapchat: 11,422 Total Minutes Used by 
Students

YouTube: 11,011 Total Minutes Used by 
Students
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Data collected by 18 Media students Monday- Friday



How much is too much?
Researchers from the University of Pennsylvania 
suggest by limiting social media to 30 minutes a 

day can vastly improve one’s mental health, 
anxiety, and loneliness.
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Data collected by 18 Media students Monday- Friday

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-much-time-on-social-media_n_5be9c148e4b0783e0a1a8281


Silicon Valley Limits Technology
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Data collected by 18 Media students Monday- Friday

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5uoGugh9sU


Are you Happy?
Has an increased usage 
of social media made you 
happier? 

Has it made your life 
better?
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Why are you using 
social media in the 

first place?



Why?
Are you searching for something important?

Are you trying to get away from everything?
Are you constantly comparing your life with 
others?

Are you contributing to the social media world to 
make it a better place?
What are you hoping to get out of social media?
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Time to detox
Let’s not just “take a break.” Let’s 

fundamentally look at and change our 
habits.



Watch now: Digital Detox
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_azf-FmZR8


Project Instructions
1. Review your social media data we created in the prior remote week.
2. Identify an area that you would like to see some improvement on.
3. Develop an experiment to see if you can create a change.

a. Choose one area to adjust your practice on
b. Ask yourself: “What if I….?”
c. How long will your experiment last? Any time is acceptable!
d. How will you collect your data?
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What would happen if I…
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Key Questions



Quantitative

Collect numerical data 
that can be used for 
charts and graphs.

USe Data to Record your Findings
Qualitative

Collect data or notes 
that show how you are 
feeling or what you are 
experiencing.
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Quantitative

By turning off my 
notifications, I saw a 57% 
decrease in cell phone 
pick ups.

Examples
Qualitative

I accidentally visited 
Twitter, without even 
realizing it. I felt anxious I 
was missing something.
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Mr. Furtado’s Experiment
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Mr. Furtado’s Experiment
1. After looking at social media data collected by Mr. 

Furtado. 

He decided he wanted to see what would happen if he 
refused to access Instagram or Twitter for a week. 

He also decided to turn off all push notifications for the 
week.

This is just an example experiment. Yours does not have 
to look like this!
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The Results of the Experiment
By disregarding Twitter, Instagram, and removing 
notifications:

Cell phone usage went from 17.5 weekly hours, to 6.5 
Weekly hours, a 62% decrease.

Notifications dropped 84%.

Time reading Messages dropped 44%

The cellphone was picked up 37% less

Other app usage also dropped 31%
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Mr. Furtado’s Quantitative Data

Control Week 1 Experiment Week Difference

Pickups 601 379        -44%

Notifications 562 91 -84%

Time Spent on Device 17.5 hours 6.6 Hours -62%
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Day 1

Day 1 was the most difficult. I caught myself wondering about Twitter and Instagram 
23 times throughout the course of the day. During the start of the experiment, the most 
shocking thing happened. I had just started a lunch break at work, and opened a new 
tab. On the keyboard, my fingers just typed T-W… the browser automatically 
completed, and launched Twitter. I couldn’t believe it! I immediately closed the tab, and 
made a note of this. This would happen 16 times over the course of the experiment, 
and 11 times with Instagram.
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Day 2
Day 2, I experienced another occurrence that tested my resolve. I got an email from 
Twitter, telling me about some highlights of Twitter. I rarely get emails from Twitter, so I 
can only assume my departure triggered some automatic response and an algorithm 
attempted to get me back to the app. It failed, and I quickly deleted the email. I 
honestly felt like I was constantly being tempted.
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Day 3
On Day 3, I decided to catch up to news by visiting news websites. I usually follow 
multiple sources of journalism on Twitter across many different information bubbles and 
across all political spectrums. I really enjoy having all the sources right there in real 
time. To account for this missing link, I visited many different news sources. I was 
amazed at how clunky and cumbersome these websites were to navigate, and how 
much time it took to visit each site. I especially felt overwhelmed as some of these sites 
offered information overload.
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Day 4
On Day 4, I received a text message from a friend. New Bedford, MA had a stark 
increase in COVID 19 cases, putting the city into the Commonwealth’s riskiest areas. I 
would’ve seen this on Twitter, and was thankful my friend texted me. I didn’t like this 
part of the experiment. I didn’t like being out of the loop. It was this day that I reflected 
on the value I have in social media, but understood how my relationship with it needed 
some tweaking.
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Day 5
Finally on Day 5, I had just become comfortable with the idea of removing notifications 
from my phone, and wasn’t thinking about Twitter as much. We had just put our son 
down for an early morning nap, and my wife and I decided to spend the morning laying 
in bed. I couldn’t help but notice a blue glow, as she mindlessly scrolled her Instagram 
feed. 

I wasn’t upset, but made me feel grateful for this experiment. We discussed my 
experiment, and it inspired her to rethink how she uses social media at times.
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Your Turn
Create your own social media experiment.

What are you going to try to change?

Collect data and notes! 



What to turn in
Turn in anything that tells your experiment’s 

story. Some students have turned in a 
presentation, others just wrote a one page 

synopsis, others submitted video and 
pictures, one student even submitted a 

podcast. 


